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Artificial intelligence experts
warn A.I. could be blessing or
curse
Complex issues develop as robots become more human

Michael Ashley, left, and Neil Sahota in Mission Viejo on Monday, April 8, 2019. have
co-authored the book “Own the A.I. Revolution: Unlock Your Artificial Intelligence
Strategy to Disrupt Your Competition.” (Photo by Leonard Ortiz, Orange County
Register/SCNG)
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There is a scene in the artificial intelligence movie “Ex Machina” where a human
turns out to be a robot. It’s the type of robot that comes to mind when talking to
people like Michael Ashley and Neil Sahota.
The big difference between the robot and Ashley and Sahota is that unlike the
A.I.’s creepy path, these two humans predict a better future with artificial
intelligence.
ADVERTISING

Still, if you watch as much science fiction as I do, you know it’s also possible
humankind is already lost.
What if Ashley and Sahota are actually robots?
Consider that it was just seven months ago when Sahota wrote an article in
Forbes magazine titled, “A.I. May Have Written This Article. But Is That Such a Bad
Thing?”
Uh, yeah. From where I stand replacing flesh and bone writers with robots would
be very a bad thing.
But this column, as my wife sometimes reminds me, isn’t about me. So let’s look
into the future with these two experts who will publish a book in May titled,
“Own the A.I. Revolution: Unlock Your Artificial Intelligence Strategy to Disrupt
Your Competitors.”
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That’s right, if you’re not already thinking about A.I., it’s time to update your
brain for the 21st century.

Baby steps
If you’re like my wife, a Fullerton College professor, your morning is different
than it was before gadgets like Google Home, Alexa or Siri.
My wife gets up and asks Google what her day looks like. Her virtual assistant
tells her the weather, what her drive will be like and her schedule for the day. I
ask Google for a joke.
“At 6:30, it’s hands down.”
True, the joke is pretty lame. But seriously folks, when was the last time a
machine told you a joke?
Several experts in Ashley and Sahota’s book say those interactions with Google
show that artificial intelligence has already arrived. But Sahota, one of 300 IBM
“master inventors,” is more circumspect.
A United Nations A.I. expert resource, Sahota argues what’s known as general
artificial intelligence, or A.G.I., may not appear for a very long time.
When Sahota helped IBM develop a question answering machine named Watson
that in 2011 won a “Jeopardy” contest, the world was aflutter over what might
happen next.
Would Watson grow into something like Skynet, the maker of killer bots in the
“Terminator” movies?
Hardly. IBM didn’t even let Watson go shopping after it won a cool $1 million.
Instead, IBM gave the money to charity. Still, some called Watson’s triumph a
coming out party for A.I.
But Sahota and others say not so fast. They say true artificial intelligence requires
three things:
One: The ability to learn, whether from a person or being self-taught.
Two: The ability to understand natural language, such as differentiating between
word definitions and idioms such as, “It’s raining cats and dogs.”
Three: The ability to interact with a person with something that resembles
empathy, being sentient, or consciousness.
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John Searle is a philosopher and professor emeritus at UC Berkeley. He
maintains Watson doesn’t have artificial intelligence and notes the machine is
only capable of manipulating symbols but doesn’t really understand the meaning
behind the symbols.
Sahota agrees. “There’s lot of hype,” says the UCI lecturer, “but Google Home is
not A.I.”
So what is my beloved Google Home? Nothing more than a chatbot.
But, hey, we’re only beginning to glimpse the future.

Complex issues
Sahota, who earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at UCI, allows that A.I.
could be on the verge of becoming.
Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, for example, started using Watson
four years ago to help handle customer relations. Two years later, Manipal
Hospitals began using Watson to help identify and communicate cancer care
options to patients.
The next big jump was when David Hanson, founder and CEO of Hanson
Robotics, introduced “Sophia” to the world. She was so popular, Saudi Arabia
actually granted the robot citizenship.
In their upcoming book, Ashley and Sahota interview Hanson, who says his
success in part is due to a philosophy of playfulness. “Possessing a spirit of
creative play allows us to work through the differences in language, culture and
disciplines.”
Already, Sophia the robot is impacting the future. A Japanese company, for
example, is developing robot caregivers.
If artificial empathy is developed, Sahota says, these bots could become, say,
companions for elderly people who suffer from loneliness.
If that happens, the 20th-century concept that machines are about productivity
and humans are about creativity starts to break down. As A.I. moves ahead in
quantum leaps, exceptionally complex ethical questions start to pile up.
In his work with the U.N., Sahota tackles such thorny questions as should bots
with artificial intelligence be paid? Who decides how they spend their money?
What if the machine needs maintenance? Should #metoo become involved?
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Ashley, who earned his master’s at Chapman University, asks, “How do we define
consciousness?”
These are explosive questions in a world in which different countries are
developing A.I. at different rates.
China is arguably the top nation in nurturing and developing A.I., says Sahota. He
estimates the United States ranks about number five and, sadly, he doesn’t
expect much change in the near future.
California, he notes, didn’t even have an A.I. plan in place until last year — and
this is the home of Silicon Valley.
“We need a ‘moonshot’ program,” Sahota allows, “and no one is really saying we
need a ‘moonshot.’ We’re doing it piecemeal and siloed.”

Brave, new future
How A.I. fits into the future and where it fits remain unknown. For some, that’s
scary. But for those in the know, it’s no worries. Well, almost no worries.
Ben Goertzel is founder and CEO of SingularityNET, a blockchain-based A.I.
marketplace, and appears in Ashley and Sahota’s book.
“The smarter these A.I.s and robots get,” Goertzel recently said, “the more
controversial things are likely to get — but this is also where the greatest benefit
for humans and other sentient beings is going to lie.”
Sahota points out we can look at the future with optimism or pessimism. Sahota
chooses optimism.
“As A.I. becomes increasingly adept at acquiring and analyzing vast amounts of
data,” Ashley and Sahota write, “it is likely to exponentially accelerate the speed
of technological change.
“According to experts, A.I. may, in a single generation, produce more
technological breakthroughs than humankind has managed during the first
20,000 years of its existence.”
Ashley’s favorite A.I. movie is “Her,” a sweet 2013 film with Scarlett Johansson
voicing the robot. In the end, the bots with “hyper-intelligence” leave Earth and
humans must fend for themselves.
Smart.
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